Greater visibility of your fleets' deep sea and offshore movements

**Latest version enhancements:**

- 25% increase in AIS terrestrial network coverage
- 18% growth in satellite AIS in terms of vessels seen
- 11% growth in hourly positions recorded
- Enhanced ship track with animation. Ability to select date range and draught threshold
- Increased ship track history
- 197 filters including: All ships - destination port, destination country, ETA, draught, speed and hazardous cargo, last seen Verified ships - DWT, GT, flag, operator, technical manager, last port of call and last country of call
- Export the WatchList into Excel
- Dynamic real time intelligence reporting
- Measuring tool to approximate distances on the map
- Ability to add notes to a ship in the WatchList
User Interface Updates
• Set ship symbols color to indicate ship type or speed/recency
• Tanker and dry cargo berths shown on map
• Clearly identify high/low areas of traffic density
• Improved process for adding ships to zones
These enhancements are included in all versions of AISLive.

AISLive Premium enables you to gain a competitive edge by increasing:

• Operational Efficiency
  Follow your fleets’ global movements including deep sea coverage to keep track of their routes, speeds and arrival times.

• Domain Awareness
  Gain further awareness of all ships movements in your domain, providing greater visibility of ships sailing in your waters.

• Identifying Movement Trends and New Business Opportunities
  Using the deep sea movements get a clear picture of global movements to identify movement trends and competitor movements.

• Risk Analysis Capabilities
  Identify and watch ships that could be a security risk in your waters. Using the bespoke zones and alerts around targeted areas, you ensure a ship does not contravene its agreed trading zone.

FOR MORE INFORMATION WWW.IHS.COM/AISLIVEPREMIUM
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ABOUT IHS
IHS is a global information company with world-class experts in the pivotal areas shaping today’s business landscape: energy, economics, geopolitical risk, sustainability and supply chain management. We employ more than 8,000 people in more than 31 countries around the world.